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Police make progress in
Hannah Graham case
Search efforts continue, police name person of interest
By erin flynn
The Breeze

“I believe Jesse Matthew was the last person she [Hannah Graham] was seen with before she vanished off the
face of the earth,” Chief of Charlottesville Police Timothy
Longo said in a press conference Sunday regarding the
disappearance of 18-year-old University of Virginia student, Hannah Graham. “Cause it’s been a week and we
can’t find her. But someone knows where she is - somebody’s gotta know where she is.”
According to Longo, Jesse Matthew, the named person
of interest in the case, came to the Charlottesville Police
Station on Saturday.
maggie graff / contributing photographer
Matthew then asked for and spoke with a lawyer, who
walked out the police station door with him.
JMU stood behind the Charlottesville and U.Va.
Authorities who were monitoring Matthew’s move- community during Thursday night’s candlelight vigil
ments saw him drive away from the station at high speed supporting the ongoing search for Hannah Graham.
and leave Albemarle County in a reckless manner.
“Virginia State Police have now obtained arrest warCharlottesville city limits on Saturday, according to
rants, charging him with reckless driving,” Longo said.
Dawn Eischen, the public affairs director for the Virginia
This weekend, nearly 1,000 volunteers came together Department of Emergency Management. The search and
in the Charlottesville area to help search for Graham.
rescue teams estimated that 85 percent of the city would
One hundred individuals experienced in search and
rescue led 984 volunteers throughout 65 percent of the
see graham, page A4

The Convocation Center
project is both too costly and
unnecessary for JMU

Punkin chunkin’

opinion | A7

Elkton residents look to break record for farthest pumpkin throw

QUOTE OF THE DAY

“

There were
no signs
in these
early songs
that Chris
Brown’s later
music would
be defined
by his life
hopping
in and
out of the
courtroom.
life | B2
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Preacher fields
questions
Ross Jackson says
speeches are purposely
controversial

james chung / the breeze

After being cited with assault and battery,
and a no trespass notice on Wednesday,
Ross Jackson steps back from JMU and
opens up about his past.
BY william mason
and ij chan
The Breeze

Many people at JMU may not be
familiar with the name Ross Jackson,
but they are most certainly familiar with
who he is. Jackson, known as “Brother
Ross,” is the preacher who stood outside Carrier Library last Tuesday and
Wednesday preaching in a controversial
and sometimes abrasive manner, which
he believes to be the true biblical way.
However, Jackson’s preaching came
to an abrupt end. He was served a summons by the JMU Police Department
on an alleged assault and battery case,
quickly ending his visit to JMU. Jackson
said he had originally planned to preach
again on Thursday.
According to Jackson, the incident
occurred Wednesday afternoon while he
was surrounded by a crowd of students,
many of whom tried to hug him, touch
him and even grope him.
“I had girls grabbing my rear end; when
I was done I had LGBT stickers and buttons in my pocket, I had condoms in my
pocket, rocks, cigarettes,” Jackson said.
“So I don’t know who’s touching me —
a lot of times I’ll just [tell them] ‘Please
don’t touch me,’ — I won’t hit them or
see jackson, page A5

matt schmachtenberg / the breeze

Josh Dean, an Elkton resident and this year’s chunker cranker, must crank the catapult’s arm for two minutes.
By natalie miller
contributing writer

While children carve jack-o’lanterns for Halloween, some
local residents use their pumpkins to break world records.
Kenny Kite, owner of Elkton, Virginia’s K&K Machining,
began working on his first
“punkin chunker” in June of
2011. The machines, similar to
catapults, are built to throw
pumpkins.
“We saw people throwing
pumpkins on TV and decided
to try it,” Kite said.
The spor t of pumpkin
throwing was created in 1986
when friends John Ellsworth
and Trey Melson heard about
students of Salisbury University in Salisbury, Maryland
throwing pumpkins for a class
assignment, according to the
World Championship Punkin Chunkin Association. The
two challenged each other to a
throwing contest, and the phenomenon has grown since.
Kite enlisted the help of
his girlfriend, Elkton resident
Donna Wyant, and his friends to

create his punkin chunker. He
has entered the annual World
Champion Punkin Chunkin
competition every year since he
first built the machine in 2011.
Kite’s chunker, the “Shooda
Noed Beter,” is a tall aluminum and steel machine with
an 11-foot diameter wheel to
set the arm of the chunker. The
name derives from a phrase
that Kite’s mother used to tell
him as a child.
“Chunkers usually power
their machines with bicycles,”
Kite said. “Ours is different
because we’re the only ones
who use the wheel.”
The Shooda Noed Beter is
registered in the man-powered
category of the chunking competition. There are mechanical
chunkers and man-powered
machines. The man-powered
chunkers require a person to
physically crank the arm of
the machine for a maximum of
two minutes to launch an eightto-10 pound pumpkin.
“We get a big, strong guy up
on the wheel and he runs it like
see pumpkin, page B2

Daniel Stein / contributing photographer

It’s not a bird, it’s not a plane, it’s a kite!
Harrisonburg’s kite club is soaring high.
life | B1
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The Buzz: Preacher Ross Jackson
On Tuesday and Wednesday of last week, Preacher Ross Jackson of Revival Mission Ministries
delivered sermons to large crowds in front of Carrier Library, before being issued a no trespass
notice by police. The Breeze covered this event in real time through live tweets and updated
articles. The JMU community had a massive reaction on social media.
Here are some of our favorite responses.

I think the reason why this got so much attention was because
I’d rather students not even give that whack job an
people wanted to celebrate the fact that so many people stood audience. It only validates his delusional behavior
up to him peacefully and didn’t just let him say offensive things #JMUDukes
about women and gay people and other groups on campus.
SLFinAlexVA | via Twitter
This one person isn’t really important but it’s good to have a
Download our
community that can respond to people like him.
mobile app at
		
Abdul Jah | via Facebook
I wish people would protest things that actually do them harm.
breezejmu.org.
Yes, words hurt and are detrimental, but the words of a strangerand a radical at that- should mean very little to JMU students.
He gets all of the 1st years riled up over his hate spewing
This man is not in Congress, refusing to ratify the Kyoto protocol.
every year. Won’t take long to realize it’s not worth the
This man is not a big television network, stomping on net
www.facebook.com/ energy.
TheBreezeJMU
neutrality. This man is not part of the Taliban in the Middle East,
		
kris10jmu | via Twitter
murdering women who simply ask to be educated like their male
counterparts. There are so much more important causes that
deserve our attention than a preacher spouting obscenities on
Seems
Bro
Ross
was
not
welcomed
by
the
tolerant
and
@TheBreezeJMU
our campus.
loving crowds and administration at JMU!
@TheBreezeSports
Emily MG | via Facebook
		
johnmcglone4 | via Twitter
@breezejmu

Well, he’s no Brother Micah, but he’s sure trying. In my
time at JMU I found the bi-annual visits from these hateful
characters to be the events I learned the most from.
Working together to overcome hate without resorting to
violence is better than any team-building exercise.
Evan Woolf Norris | via Facebook
preach hell so HOT that those students can feel the HEAT
Evangelist Zachary | via Facebook

Discuss this week’s burning topics with us! Send us your responses @TheBreezeJMU or on our Facebook.
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COLUMBIA, S.C. — Clemson
University tried to learn about the
sex habits of its undergraduates
in a course designed to prevent
sexual assault, but the college
decided Thursday to suspend the
online program after complaints.
The anonymous survey was
part of a mandatory course on
sexual assault prevention that
Clemson undergrads are taking
for the first time this year.
“We have suspended the training until the content is further
reviewed and revised to ensure
that it meets our goal of making
Clemson a safer campus for all
students, faculty and staff, while
also respecting individual privacy,” Shannon Finning, Clemson’s
dean of students, said.

IRBIL, Iraq — Kurdish refugees desperate to flee advances
by the Islamic State into the
encircled stronghold of Kobane
fought with Turkish police Sunday as the siege that began last
week became increasingly dire.
Kobane is surrounded on
three sides by the Islamic State
and to the north faces a Turkish
government generally hostile to
the Kurds.
The Islamic State launched a
sustained attack on the armed
wing of the local ruling party,
the People’s Protection Units, or
YPG. The advance has pushed
their men to the brink of collapse,
and Turkey has been reluctant
to allow supplies and reinforcements into the besieged pocket.

EDINBURGH, Scotland —
European leaders worried about
other would-be breakaway
regions were able to breathe
again Friday after Scottish voters’
resounding rejection of independence, but in the still-intact
British Isles, the reaction was
mixed — for many, relief at the
outcome, for others, anger and
dismay at what might come next.
British Prime Minister David
Cameron had to deal with the
tricky nature of fulfilling his
promise that a “no” victory would
lead to increased autonomy for
Scotland while not setting off
separatist-like rebellions among
voters and members of Parliament in the other three nations
that form the United Kingdom.

IRBIL, Iraq — French jets
struck an ammunition dump
controlled by the Islamic State
in northeastern Iraq on Friday,
the first airstrike by an American
ally since the announcement that
a coalition of countries would
move to confront the Sunni Muslim militants.
French President Francois
Hollande’s office announced the
strike, saying that Rafale fighter
jets had bombed “logistics depots
of the terrorists” and that the
move marked only the beginning
of French military involvement
in helping the United States beat
back the Islamic State.

LOS ANGELES — Seven years
after its debut, the iPhone has
become the lifeblood of Apple.
The phone already drives more
than half of the company’s sales.
The iPhone 6 and 6 Plus sparked
record pre-orders last week and
flew off the shelves Friday. With
sales for the rest of Apple’s gadgets largely flat, the company’s
fortunes will rise and fall with
the iPhone, analysts say.
It’s an ironic turn for a company that began as a computer
maker determined to be known
for more than its Mac. Apple
dropped “Computer” from its
name in 2007, the year the original iPhone was released, to
cover a broader array of personal
electronics.

WASHINGTON — President Barack Obama and Vice
President Joe Biden on Friday
launched a new public awareness campaign at campuses
across America to prevent sexual assaults.
Called “It’s on Us,” the new
campaign will try to get students
and others on college and university campuses to play a part in
stopping sexual violence before
it happens. A new public service
announcement aired for the first
time on Friday.
The new campaign will have a
strong focus on engaging collegeage men to take part in bystander
intervention and raise awareness
of the problem on campuses.

Compiled from McClatchyTribune wire services.
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Sound advice

Authorities give tips on how to have a safe and responsible event by taking the proper precautions

Courtesy of Brian Prescott

Both the JMU Police and Harrisonburg Police Department recommmend partygoers register their events with HPD, because it alows them to keep loud parties at bay during rowdy weekends.

By chris kent
The Breeze

Searching through Google, JMU drifts on and off the
“top party school” lists. In 2012 The Princeton Review
rated JMU as No. 18 on its list of top 20 best party school
in the nation.
With two-thirds of the student population living
off campus, according to reports from the JMU Police
Department, the ratio makes it easy to find something
happening every weekend. Yet as anyone will tell you, it’s
much harder to host. While Gatsby made it look easy, the
amount of responsibility skyrockets as more people that
show up. So a huge, roaring house party can be a doubleedged sword, drawing the attention of unwanted guests
and even enforcement.
One of the most common issues that draws police
to parties is loud noise complaints, according to Chris
Monahan, community resource officer for the Harrisonburg Police Department.
In August, there was a change made to the the city
of Harrisonburg’s noise ordinance. Originally, it was
required that after 10 p.m., any noise heard on any premises reaching 70 decibels or more is required to stop.
However, the ordinance now requires a buffer zone of at
least 100 feet from the property. The law doesn’t specify
how loud a noise can be, only the distance it can be heard
from audibly. The change has some community members up in arms.
“I think the noise ordinance is not very cool. Not even
for parties. If you have something after 10 that can be
audibly heard from 100 feet, then you can get a noise
violation from it,” Connor Powell, a fifth-year senior sociology major and resident of Drumline Row on Maryland
Avenue, said.
To avoid getting busted for a noise ordinance violation,
a party host’s best course of action is to register their party
according to Lee Shifflett, chief of JMU police. Shifflett
said police would rather know of a party happening in
advance rather than busting an unknown event. Registering a party makes it easier to quiet down for the police
and is less of a hassle for party-goers.
By calling 540-434-4436, HPD’s non-emergency number, students can easily register their parties. All the
information HPD needs is the address of the party, the
name of the host and two phone numbers. This is a preemptive attempt to forgo house visits by police, especially
due to noise violations.
Once registered, the police department will call the
residence if there has been a noise complaint. But the

James chung / the breeze

Officer Jeff Fischer gives a pamphlet to Cory Shoop, a senior health sciences major. In August, the HPD went door-to-door to
student housing complexes informing residents of the Aug. 12 noise ordinance change and other legal facts in regards to partying.

host only gets one strike; if their house receives another
noise complaint, cops are required to investigate.
According to Monahan, officers patrolling neighborhoods can call in those noise violations as well and
intervene using their own discretion. Providing an efficient method for police officers on patrol to quiet down
parties without being physically involved.
At the start of each year, the JMU Police and the HPD
team up to meet the students. Their hope is to create a
friendly atmosphere that gives the students and police
time to understand each other and the problems they
both face. They want to create a cohesive community,
according to Shifflett.
“That is how you do police work, because as a community, if they don’t know what to expect, what can we
expect from them?” Shifflett said.
For Shifflett, the police aren’t only here to protect, but
also serve the students. If parties get out of hand, students
are lost or want a safe ride, Shifflett hopes police can supply a helping hand.
But this doesn’t prevent them from carrying out the
responsibilities required of them.
Shifflett said that a way to keep a party safe is to know
who is on the guest list — keeping an eye out for strangers
or known trouble-makers. Preventing them from showing
up allows a firmer grasp on the party’s rowdiness.
According Powell, part of the process is knowing how

to talk to authorities in a direct and dignified manner.
“You don’t want to be afraid of them, they are here to
help,” Powell said. “You need to know what you are talking about and you should know the laws. So they know you
are aware.”
For Powell the quickest way to have a discussion with
police is to be frank and polite with them. Often, there is a
misconception that police officers are scary or dominating.
Powell believes what most fail to realize is that those on duty
are having an equally chaotic of a night.
To keep a party safe, JMU PD gives the following tips:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Register your party with the Harrisonburg
Police Department – 540-434-4436.
Have a guest list – know who is in your home.
Have a sober host on the premises at all times.
Keep it small. Be aware of occupancy limits.
Beware of overcrowding wooden decks.
Limit the alcohol consumption of guests.
Provide non-alcoholic beverages and food.
Lock doors to private areas (i.e. bedrooms) and hide valuables.
Report suspicious persons or activity immediately
to the police. Be a witness, don’t be a hero.
Be considerate of others and respectful of property.

contact Chris Kent at kent2cm@dukes.jmu.edu.

In brief
Police Dept. to
accept unwanted
drugs

Search continues
for suspect involed
in August burglary

HARRISONBURG — On
Sept. 27, from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m., residents will be given
the opportunity to dispose
of their expired or unused
prescription drugs at an
initiative hosted by the Harrisonburg Police Department
and the Drug Enforcement
Administration.
The public can turn their
medications into six different drive-through and
drop-off locations, including the police department
in Harrisonburg at 101 North
Main St. It’s also asked of participants that they leave all
medications in their original
containers and remove any
sort of identifying stickers or
labels.
The program is an alternative to the common methods
of medication disposal —
flushing them down the toilet
or throwing them in the trash.
Both of these practices can be
unsafe and hazardous to the
safety of others.

HARRISONBURG — The
Harrisonburg Police Department is searching for a
suspect in a burglary that
took place on Aug. 23. The
incident occurred at the First
Choice Deli at the 1000 block
of N. Main Street around 3:10
a.m.
Officers who arrived on the
scene found that the suspect
had gotten away with money,
cigarettes and lottery tickets.
Video surveillance tapes
were gathered at the store
and showed the suspect as a
Caucasian or a light-skinned
male with a small stature. He
was wearing a dark-colored
sweatshirt, pants and shoes,
and also appeared to be wearing a white mask that covered
his entire face.
Police are asking people
in the community if they can
identity of the man, and to
come forward with information by contacting the HPD’s
Crime Investigation Division
at 540-437-2640.

Teddy nelson / The breeze
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Graham | Nearly 1,000 volunteers help with search for missing student

Maggie Graff / Contributing photographer

The JMU community shows their support for the Hannah Graham search through a candlelight vigil that happened on the commons Thursday night.
from front

be covered by the end of Sunday.
“We have been utterly overwhelmed this week by the generous
spirit by everyone we’ve met,” John Graham, Hannah’s father, said.
Her father and mother, Sue, also thanked the volunteers, who
consisted of friends, co-workers, a man from Baltimore, Maryland, and the aunt of Alexis Murphy, a teenager who disappeared
last year.
Eischen said that 1,500 people registered online to help with
the weekend search efforts and 1,100 attended the briefing that
took place Friday night.

“They learned a little bit about what happens when you’re on a
search … and they got to hear some of the things they need to be
looking for,” Eischen said.
The volunteers weren’t just Charlottesville community members, and, according to Eischen, they are doing everything they
can to help.
“There are people who have come from other states. You know,
they heard the plea for volunteers and they had just come out and
very dedicated people and wanting to help as much as they can,”
Eischen said. “Because, really, this is — we’re here to assist the
Charlottesville Police Department and that’s what those searchers are doing, and they are assisting fully. ”

INDIAN AMERICAN CAFE
91 N. Main St., Harrisonburg, VA
Serving the area since 1993

Small batch, hand roasted coﬀee.
Freshly baked pastries & house
made sandwiches.
www.facebook.com/greenberrysharrisonburg

400 S High St Harrisonburg, VA

540.434.0111

Specializing in
Non- Vegetarian/
Vegetarian Indian
Cuisine

(540) 433 - 1177

Eischen explained that the volunteers have found some clues,
but all evidence has to go through police, who will determine if
any of it is relevant to the case.
During Friday’s press conference, Longo said that Graham was
seen on a surveillance video early Saturday morning with an individual, who was identified yesterday as Jesse Matthew.
He was seen in a surveillance video first walking behind Graham, and later holding her around the waist, according to Det.
Sgt. Jim Mooney.
Police searched Matthew’s Hessian Hills apartment Friday
morning.
Longo said that police also have reason to believe that Graham
got into Matthew’s vehicle, a burnt orange 1998 Chrysler coupe.
Matthew was at his apartment while it was searched by police,
but Longo explained that they had no reason to arrest or detain
him.
In a combined effort, the city of Charlottesville, U.Va., local
businesses and individuals are offering a $50,000 reward for any
information leading to Graham’s whereabouts, according to the
Charlottesville Police Department.
Longo also stressed the need for help from the members of
the Charlottesville community.
“They [John and Sue Graham] want to know what happened
to their little girl. That’s all,” Longo said. “And that’s what I want.
And that’s what you want, so we gotta do this together.”
Many JMU community members have been supporting the
search effort by participating in social media search awareness
and attending a candlelight vigil that took place on the commons Thursday night.
The vigil served as a sign of support for the U.Va. and Charlottesville community, according to Privott.
“The JMU community is vast: 20,000 students, 3,000 faculty
and staff and 119,000 alumni. But more importantly, this community is strong and open-hearted,” Ashley Privott, executive
director for the JMU Alumni Association, said at the vigil. “Let’s
offer our strength to Hannah’s friends and to her family in this
tough time.”
And many, including Longo and Graham’s parents, continue
to hold on to hope.
During Privott’s speech during the vigil, she mentioned
a famous quote from social rights activist Desmond Tutu to
emphasize the meaning behind the vigil: “Hope is being able to
see that there is light despite all of the darkness.”
Privott then ended her speech by applying the quote to the
JMU community, “Let the light from our candles tonight represent a flicker of hope in the darkness for Hannah and her family.”
contact Erin Flynn at breezenews@gmail.com.

Attention Lifeguards

Massanutten Resort is Training and Hiring!
Part-time & Seasonal Positions

Stop in or apply online

www.MassResortJobs.com
Instructor Classes available.
Lifeguard training is on-going.
Lifeguard Instructor and Water
Safety Instructor Training
starts soon.

For class information, call
(540) 289-4987 or visit
massresort.com/aquatics
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jackson | ‘I never read
one page of the Bible until 2005’

James chung / THe breeze

Ross Jackson spoke with The Breeze about his method of preaching, which he feels represents the
sermons given in the Bible. Jackson believes sermons were supposed to cause animosity.
from front

anything.”
But then, he said a female student grabbed
his arm from behind and shook him. He said
he then made a motion to release himself.
In an email, Chief of JMU Police Lee Shifflett said the incident was reported to a
uniformed officer by the student who claimed
that Jackson assaulted her. However, no officers actually witnessed the incident, so they
couldn’t arrest him. Jackson mentioned that
he filed an assault charge against the student
as well. Police did not release the student’s
name.
Along with Jackson’s charges for assault, he
was issued a no trespass notice following the
incident, meaning that he will be immediately
arrested should he return to JMU’s campus. If
arrested, he faces a class one misdemeanor
trespassing charge, which carries a maximum
one-year sentence.
Jackson said that he was told he could
appeal the no trespass notice with President
Jon Alger or Shifflett and plans to do so, in
order to be able to return to JMU next year.
He’s required to return to Harrisonburg for his
court date on Oct. 7.
Following last week’s student response,
many questions remained unanswered as to
Jackson’s background and his reasons for visiting campus. In an exclusive interview with The
Breeze on Thursday at an off-campus location,
Jackson gave insight into who he is.

“I am purposely provocative,
I’m not going to try and be
some boring sermonizer,
nobody ... wants to hear
that. I be myself, I use a little
humor to get students to
stop and to get them open.”
Ross Jackson
Founder of Revival
Mission Ministries

As Jackson arrived, his demeanor and rhetoric contrasted vastly from the two previous
days; while he continued to sport the clean
white button-down shirt and black dress
pants, he was without his suspenders, cap, nohomos button and most noticeably, his Bible.
The way Jackson presented himself differed
as well; instead of trying to preach his fireand-brimstone message from days previous,
his tone was more reserved. Instead of igniting conversations, he sat back, relaxed and
answered questions ranging from his preaching method to his background and daily life,
shying away from very few topics and never
raising his voice.
Conversion to Christianity

Jackson has had neither any religious training nor been ordained as a minister. His only
religious certification comes from being registered as a preacher through his local church in
North Carolina — a name he wouldn’t reveal.
Additionally, Jackson described his religious
beliefs as being closest to the Pentecostal
branch of Christianity. He also admitted he
has not always been a Christian, having grown
up in a Muslim home before his family drifted away from religion and became what he
described as a “heathen American family.”
“I never read one page of the Bible until
2005. I didn’t grow up in a Christian home,
somebody just brought me a Bible, put my
name on it and gave it to me when I was in
college,” Jackson said. “[I] started reading it
in college [and] fell in love with it. Long story
short, next year, when I started reading the
New Testament, I was convinced that it was
truth and I was convinced I was worthy of hell.”
Shortly afterward, in 2007, Jackson became
a Christian when a preacher came to his college. After that event Jackson began preaching.
On Tuesday and Wednesday, one lifestyle
condemned by Jackson was that of football
players, despite having played football himself

while in college at Hudson Valley Community College in Troy, New York and at his alma
mater, East Carolina University.
“We honorate and we venerate [football
players] and put them on a pedestal and we
esteem them for their strength and for their
talent, but God spits on that,” Jackson said.
“God wants to honorate his preachers, his
profits, people that glorify him and honor
Jesus Christ, people who are fulfilling their
purpose for why they are on this earth.”
Jackson, who graduated from ECU with a
degree in health and fitness, said he worked
in health care and group homes following his
graduation while also preaching part time.
He did not reveal the specific companies he
worked for.
Preaching his message

Jackson believes a preacher who spreads
the message of God in an accepting way is
prideful because they’re putting their personal wish not to hurt or offend someone before
their obligation to spread the word of God. He
said that he doesn’t fall under this category
because he understands how easily people can
lose their attention in modern society.
“I am purposely provocative, I’m not going
to try and be some boring church sermonizer,
nobody … wants to hear that. I be myself, I use
a little humor to get students to stop and to get
them open,” Jackson said.
However, the reactions from students at
JMU appeared to be mostly negative. Many
students engaged in heated discussions with
Jackson while he preached on Tuesday and
Wednesday afternoon.
A viral video of junior justice studies
major Luke Reeping leading students in
song to drown out Jackson’s voice continues
to circulate on social media. As of yesterday
afternoon, the video had nearly 700,000 views
on YouTube.
Jackson added that this is the first year he
has preached full time. He travels to college
campuses and various churches with his wife,
Samantha, and their two young children.
They don’t have a permanent home; instead,
Jackson said they’re currently living out of
their small Buick and relying on donations
from friends and strangers to cover expenses
such as food, insurance and the occasional
stay at a hotel. In total, Jackson said he receives
about $2,000 in donations each month.
Usually, Jackson said friends and different churches will help house the family when
they’re making a stop in any particular area.
He mentioned that he was housed and supported by an unnamed church while staying
in Harrisonburg and was preaching there as
well as on JMU’s campus.
Between praying, fasting, preaching, travelling and tending to his family’s needs, life
might be “exhausting,” but Jackson said he and
Samantha enjoy what they’re doing.
“I don’t want to do anything else,” he said.
“Now that we’re doing this full time, I’m the
happiest I’ve ever been vocational-wise.”
Many JMU students were puzzled by Jackson’s family’s presence during last week’s
ordeals. But Jackson said that they’re all there
for a purpose.
“We take ‘em [the children] to the campus —
we don’t take them to dangerous events — like
when I’m preaching at night at bars … or [gay
pride] parades, they don’t come out, ” he said.
“But we want to raise them so they can see society, so they can see how non-Christians act. We
don’t want to seclude them …”
Samantha, he said, doesn’t preach, but is
there to take care of the children and occasionally record the preaching sessions. She will
also engage in conversation with students who
approach her.
Jackson also mentioned that he has no current
plans to settle down or buy a house. He said that
he and Samantha hope to minister abroad and
have their sights set on Africa.
But for now, Jackson said he’ll continue
preaching on public universities’ campuses as
well as gay pride parades, where he’ll sometimes
team up with other ministers.
Jackson said he and his family plan to preach
on George Mason University’s campus this week.
contact William Mason and IJ
Chan at breezenews@gmail.com.
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J Maddy Fact: James Madison was the shortest president to date, standing at 5 feet, 4 inches.
Kevan Hulligan | the war room

An open letter to the ‘preacher man’
Ross Jackson hoped to bring us all down as a community last week, but thankfully he did just the opposite
If anything can be said about with mirth, joy and happiness. Sure, some of us were
your sojourn to our beautiful cam- angrier in our reactions to your sermon, but the basic
pus, it’s that it certainly caught essence of the reaction from our community was one
of love and good humor. This, I feel, is the best way to
people’s attention.
You first arrived to our campus respond to people who speak like you do.
on Tuesday, a sunny SeptemWhen I viewed the video of the group singing, I
ber afternoon, and stood outside noticed that you attempted to disparage the young
Carrier Library to begin delivering man playing the guitar as a “pervert.” Did it confound
your “message” to the students you that people gathered in the spirit of happiness in
passing by. You definitely didn’t response to you? Was it frustrating to see that despite
make it easy to ignore you, runyour attempts at ad hominem, they soldiered on in
ning toward people proclaiming
the face of it? Although I
that they’re going to hell.
have a sneaking suspicion
You came into our
The Breeze’s Life section edithat it wasn’t, I hope that
tor Lauren Hunt was able to
community — into our home
tweet some of the more interfor you it was a peek into the
— and as you condemned
esting proclamations from
real message of Christianyour days on our campus; one
ity. As Matthew 7:12 states,
our friends and classmates
“In everything, therefore,
that particularly stood out to me
to eternal torture in hellfire
treat people the same way
was your statement, “If you love
country music, you’re going to
you want them to treat you,
we responded to you with
hell.”
for this is the Law and the
mirth, joy and happiness.
The sad fact remains that the
Prophets.”
vast majority of your time here
We came together as a
community, looking past
was dedicated to poisoning our
our differences, in opposiminds and ears with a deluge
tion to your words. In your
of bigoted, hateful, fire-andattempt to disparage our
brimstone rhetoric made only
to offend and injure people you know nothing about. beliefs and judge our lives, you reminded us of our
However, out of your flood of wretched sophistry commitment to the equality of all people and the
came a beautiful moment. In a video that, at the time empowerment of the downtrodden. For this I thank
of writing, had more than 500,000 views on YouTube, you. I know it wasn’t your intent and it certainly wasn’t
a group of our students began to sing a beautiful ren- the result you wanted or expected, but that was the
dition of the hymn “How He Loves” as you attempted response. Plus, you gave us and our university some
to continue your preaching. This video went on to great national attention, and that doesn’t hurt at all.
become viral as news outlets began to pick up the Let it be known that I hold no ill will toward you and I
wish you and your family a healthy life.
story.
You came into our community — into our home —
and as you condemned our friends and classmates Kevan Hulligan is a senior political science major.
to eternal torture in hellfire, we responded to you Contact Kevan at hulligkx@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Ross Jackson caused a stir on campus Wednesday by yelling at students for their “sins.”

A “Hilary-Duff-would-be-disappointed”
dart to the group of guys in D-Hall who
managed to call something “gay” more than
15 times in one hour.
From a senior who had hoped that trend
would’ve disappeared by now, but was
unfortunately proven wrong.
An “I-had-my-turn-signal-on” dart to the
driver who swung into my almost-parking
spot in Warsaw Parking Deck and then
flicked me off.
From a senior who hopes you learn some
manners before you enter the real world.

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

A “why-are-three-people-makingcoffee-but-only-one-person-cooking”
dart to a certain new restaurant on campus.
From a senior who is usually very
sympathetic toward food service staff, but also
shouldn’t have had to wait a half hour for a
croissant sandwich.

Editorial
Policies

The Breeze
MSC 6805 G1
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
breezeopinion@gmail.com

An “I-don’t-need-no-man” dart to Potty
Mouth for the blurb on the “benefits” of
steady relationships.
From a senior who’s single but doesn’t need
to mingle in order to be healthy.

An “it’s-people-like-you-that-givethis-university-a-good-name” pat to
the groundskeeping, janitorial and dining
services staff.
From a student who thinks you’re the
true backbone of this campus and very
unappreciated by most students.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.
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An “I-owe-you-my-life” pat to the guy
who found my keys in Burruss Hall.
From the woman who desperately needed
to get off campus.
A “someone-is-being-cheeky” pat to all
the high-waisted shorts on campus.
From a fellow female who knows — suns
out, buns out.
A “victory-dance-for-the-victory-lap”
pat to the third leg of the Trifecta, who is
deeply missed by her best friends in Wake
Forest and Chicago, but knows she’s in for
the best year yet.
From the leg who is so happy we met as RAs
in Frederikson Hall.
A “domo-arigato” pat to D-Hall for serving
quality sushi.
From a loyal patron who could eat every
meal there for the rest of his life.
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Lauren Evans | letter to the editor

Ren Blackard | guest columnist

US military funding must be cut
America’s foreign policy should emphasize more collaboration with other countries
The closest economic powerhouse
to the United States is China, yet our
military budget is six to seven times
larger. We are spending too much
time and resources on global crises.
Instead of being the world’s hegemonic
power, we should take a step back and
encourage other countries to have
more of an impact on the global scene.
The U.S. should be supportive of
agencies such as the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO), the
United Nations (U.N.) and the U.N.’s
World Health Organization (WHO)
instead of leading the charge. The
amount of global pressure we currently
have would decrease significantly, but
when we have such a large military
budget, we should stop and reconsider
our priorities. The U.S. should continue
to sustain our position as a military
superpower, but call other nations to
take a large chunk off our shoulders
before throwing our tax dollars at the
problem.
For example, President Obama
recently deployed military aid to
help quarantine the Ebola epidemic
in Africa, a move that was quickly
hampered when the U.S. couldn’t find
anyone who had military experience
in combating a deadly virus. We have
already given $140 million to the WHO
for transportation and supply costs
in infected countries before trying to
mobilize our own response force. That
response was quickly curbed when we
came to the realization that nobody
knew how to deal with an epidemic of
this size.
Instead of making a fool of ourselves
and wasting time and resources trying to
train and move a few thousand soldiers,
the U.S. should have approached the
WHO and coordinated what needed to
be done and where the best location to
deploy these troops would be.
We’re also sending a large shipment
of weapons to Ukraine through NATO to
help with combating the pro-Russia rebels
in the east. There are only four other
countries joining us with this decision.
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The U.S. shouldn’t take a large portion
of this responsibility while the other
members of NATO simply hope for the
problem to disappear.
It’s right to support Ukraine to keep
our economic relations, but we shouldn’t
spend a significant portion of our budget
on supplying them.
However, there is a much more
complicated problem in the Middle East
with the Islamic State of Iraq and the
Levant (ISIL). If we intervene it may turn
out to be a second case of the Iraq War,

but it’s too much of a global threat to
ignore entirely.
Obama has stated that “ISIL poses a
threat to Iraq and Syria, and the broader
Middle East: including American
citizens, personal, and facilities.” He
is also currently sending additional
reinforcements and equipment for
airstrike attacks. Other countries should
be worried by the actions of ISIL, since
rebel groups have been arrested all
around the world, but yet again only nine
of the 28 nations in NATO matched our
call-to-arms.
In 2003, President Bush was criticized
for not having enough ally support when
moving into Iraq. Bush had 16 members
of NATO on his side; President Obama
only has nine. While we can’t allow
terrorist organizations to do as they
please, we shouldn’t be one of the few
major players here. ISIL is growing a
global base of influence; this should be a
concern for all of the nations surrounding
the crisis, and we should be rallying for
that fact.
Taxpayers are funding these decisions
instead of having their money going
toward something that would be
beneficial to society, like cheaper college
education. Instead, students are leaving
college with thousands of dollars in debt.
The American taxpayers should
not be putting up with this. We have
domestic issues where we should be
focusing a portion of this outrageous
military budget: combat Ebola through
supporting the WHO, cease the rebellion
in Ukraine and demolish ISIL through the
support of nations in NATO.
They aren’t national problems, and the
U.S. shouldn’t be shouldering the sole
responsibility in fixing them. Hand it off to
NATO and the WHO, and take a step back
to a more supportive role. We shouldn’t
erase our military entirely, but we need
to call other nations to play with us in the
global scene.
Ren Blackard is a freshman chemistry
major. Contact Ren at blackart@dukes.
jmu.edu.
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Let’s re-evaluate construction

‘Be the change’
is losing
integrity
The Gandhi Center’s loss
of funding is a major
contradiction
JMU’s “Be the Change” campaign was
launched in 2006 to encourage students and
administration to build a stronger, brighter
future together and to take on the initiative of
being a leader to make a positive impact.

This past summer, the
administration cut faculty
from the center, made the
executive decision to demolish
and relocate it, and moved it
as under the Justice Studies
Department a dependent entity.
All of these decisions were
made without any discussion
or contact with members
or interns of the center.

JMU’s Mahatma Gandhi Center for Global
Nonviolence actively promotes peace
and justice throughout the campus and
Harrisonburg community. The center is
successful in keeping the teachings of Gandhi
alive and mentoring youth on these core
values. It even assisted in creating JMU’s Eight
Key Questions, which revolve around ethical
reasoning.
This past summer, the administration
cut faculty from the center, made the
executive decision to demolish and relocate
it, and moved it under the Justice Studies
Department as a dependent entity. All of
these decisions were made without any
discussion or contact with members or
interns of the center. All participants were
shocked upon their return this semester,
unsure of the stability of funding for
upcoming and ongoing projects.
While the Gandhi Center strongly supports
positive change on a local and global scale,
it’s hard to trust a university whose slogan
was derived from Gandhi himself: “Be the
change you want to see in the world.” The
connotation behind this campaign is now
weakened, and maybe even discredited.
Lauren Evans is a junior communication
studies major. Contact Lauren at evanslm@
dukes.jmu.edu.

New $88 million Convocation Center project shouldn’t be JMU’s top priority
Luke Wachob | letter to the editor
When the rumors started a couple years ago that JMU more desirable to a potential new conference match.
was considering a new Convocation Center, it sounded like
Plans for a new Convo were actually approved by the Vira great idea. Football was granted remarkable facilities, so ginia General Assembly in 2012, an estimated $88 million
why shouldn’t our basketball teams (which have performed undertaking. But the project is waiting on private funding:
better than football in recent years) not be awarded with $12-15 million of it, according to President Jon Alger.
similar state-of-the-art facilities?
During The Breeze’s sit-down interview with Alger in
The more we looked into JMU’s preliminary plan for a August, he said there’s no timetable for a new Convo, but that
new arena, the more confused we were. Why, when the JMU is at a point where it needs a replacement for the current
university is facing state budget cuts, is this a “high prior- arena, which opened in 1982.
Since the building doesn’t serve any academic function, it
ity” construction project? With an estimated $88 million
budget, this project looks too costly for the actual needs can’t receive any state money — so right now, money needs to
of the university. Sure, the current Convo was built in the be raised privately before JMU can move the project forward.
late 1970s, but so were most of our parents. The building Virginia taxpayers are most likely happy to hear this, but let’s
may not fit the aesthetic appeal JMU is looking for, but a not forget what the university could be doing instead with the
project of this caliber is unnecessary.
private money it collects. Private donations can be used to
Currently, the Convo has a 7,156-seat capacity. In JMU’s increase scholarships for low-income students, or for actual
plans, they state that the new arena
academic functions of the universiwould have an estimated 8,500-seat
ty. Just because it’s “private money”
capacity. That $88 million is a pretty
doesn’t mean it can’t be used for
big price tag for a less than 1,500-seat
the advancement of JMU’s highest
Last time we checked,
increase, especially considering that the
priority: education.
there was a 25,000-seat
Convo hasn’t sold out in years. AccordOver the past 10 years JMU has
capacity stadium just
seen a major construction boom.
ing to the NCAA, last year’s average
In the last year alone, nearly $132
attendance for men’s and women’s basacross Interstate 81, if
ketball was 3,334 and 2,157, respectively.
million worth of construction projthe university ever needs
One of the main reasons JMU is
ects were completed — including
Duke Hall, the new University
advocating for a new Convo — which is
a space of that size.
included in its six-year plan — is that the
Health Center and the Student Succurrent facility “lacks occupant space.”
cess Center. For comparison, that’s
So with a more than 7,000-seat capacimore than $6,500 per student. In
ty, which JMU hasn’t been able to fill in
reference to current projects, $177
recent years, they somehow need more
million is being spent on the UREC
space?
expansion, Montpelier Hall demolition (which was also renoThere are a couple of good reasons for the build and vated two years ago), the new College of Health and Behavior
renovation. According to JMU, one of the major reasons Studies building and the West Grace Street apartments.
is to improve the arena’s accessibility for those who are
Construction projects impact the students at this univerdisabled. We agree that this should be a priority; howev- sity. JMU can’t keep waving a magic wand anytime it thinks
er, JMU should improve the existing Convo’s accessibility, something doesn’t fit into its aesthetic vision. Just because
not spend $88 million to rebuild the facility. JMU also cites something was made in the ’70s doesn’t mean it needs to be
“suites, concessions, merchandising and capacity for grad- re-built.
uation and special events” as a reason for the project. Last
We’re not against JMU building a new Convo. What we’re
time we checked, there was a 25,000-seat capacity stadi- against is building a new Convo when there’s no apparent
um just across Interstate 81, if the university ever needs a need — as of now. If the basketball teams were selling out the
space of that size.
arena it would be a different story, but they’re not.
The number one priority of the this school is to educate
One of the biggest motivating factors for the Convo
project was from the Carr Report, an athletic conference its students. So, we need to ask ourselves, is there a place
realignment study conducted last year, which recom- where this $88 million can be spent for something better?
mended that JMU “finalize plans for a new Convocation Improving education or curriculum, or perhaps paying proCenter.” The report said a new Convo would make JMU fessors a competitive salary?
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JMU must
protect free
speech
As a public university, JMU must respect
the First Amendment rights of students and
faculty.
When I was a JMU student (class of
2013), I participated in a years-long effort
to reform the university’s speech codes
to do just that. Our work was ultimately
successful and resulted in JMU earning a
“green light” rating in 2011 from the nation’s
leading advocate for free speech on college
campuses, the nonpartisan Foundation
for Individual Rights in Education (FIRE).
FIRE grades universities’ speech codes for
compliance with the First Amendment,
giving a “green light” to schools that live up
to their legal obligations, and “yellow light”
or “red light” ratings to schools that restrict
students’ speech.
However, recent changes to JMU policy
caused FIRE to revoke JMU’s green light
rating for 2014-15, downgrading JMU to
yellow. Some of the policies that provoked
FIRE’s decision are downright shocking.
For example, “telling sexual or dirty jokes”
or “circulating or showing emails or websites
of a sexual nature” can constitute as sexual
harassment under JMU’s policies.
JMU’s bullying policy also states that it
often “includes offensive verbal, written,
electronic or physical conduct.” Universities
are committed to the open exploration of
ideas, but that can only happen if students
and professors are free to speak without fear
of punishment.
Hopefully JMU will fix its policies —
and meet its obligation to abide by the
Constitution — so we can once again be
worthy of our namesake.
Luke Wachob is a class of 2013 alumnus.
Contact Luke at luke.wachob@gmail.com.
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Rosie
returns

O’Donnell’s reappearance
to ‘The View’ outshines
two new co-hosts

Flying high

COURTESY OF MCT CAMPUS

By MIKE DOLZER
contributing writer

Local kite club soars over the Valley
DANIEL STEIN / CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

Robert Miller of the Hang ‘Em High kite club prepares his kite for flight. The club meetings are impromptu, depending on the weather of any given day.
By BRADEN BEAN
contributing writer

Residents of Harrisonburg
may notice some strange
shapes in the sky on windy
Sundays. They aren’t UFOs,
planes, or weather balloons;
they’re kites.
Ron Miller, a local resident,
owns a kite shop called Hang
‘Em High Kites. He formed the
Hang ‘Em High kite club as a
way to get out and share good
times. Meetings are impromptu and highly dependent on
the weather, but when the
conditions are right, members

receive a call from Miller with
a location and time, and they
drive out to fly.
“We just found that there was
a need for it,” Miller said, “It just
got to where we had more and
more people who just wanted
to get together, so we decided
to do something separate from
the business side of it.”
Kiting certainly isn’t what
it used to be. When most of
us think of kites, we think of a
few pieces of wood and paper
connected to a short string.
However, for the members of
Hang ‘Em High, this could not
be further from the truth.

“When I first started the
business I had a kite up in the
air. It was about midnight and
I had LED lights attached to it,
and I heard that UFO reports
were being called,” Miller
recalls. “Modern kites are generally 10 to 15 feet in width on
the small side and can have
strings of up to 3,000 feet in
length. Some modern-day
kites are fitted with up to 100foot tails and cameras that can
reach unique angles in a craft
called kite aerial photography.
It’s not like the kind of flying it
was when we were young kids.”
These kites require strength

and hard work to keep up in
the sky. In fact, the strength
of winds at high elevations is
so massive that it’s difficult to
understand without hearing
the stories of some of the club’s
members.
Martin Lamas, a Hang ‘Em
High member, was flying a kite
near Bridgewater when a storm
with strong winds approached.
“I held on! It dragged me,
I was down on one knee
and the line just snapped,”
Lamas said. “The kite went
about a mile away and
see KITES, page B2
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Up With People
PHOTOS BY MATT SCHMACHTENBERG / THE BREEZE

Up With People cast members performed at Eastern Mennonite High School Sept. 15-22. Founded in 1965, the program promises to take students
from all over the world to 20 communities and at least two different continents. The students spend four to seven days with a host family in each
community and provide community service, learn about the region they’re staying in and provide a two-hour long stage show. Over 100 performers,
two from Virginia, came to Harrisonburg and performed mash-ups from each decade, singing hits like “Hey Jude,” “YMCA” and “Dancing Queen.”

“The View” promises another season of
conversation and catfights with a revamped
panel of women in a new arena-like studio,
painted in a stark white mixed with blueorange hues. While the producers are
focused on all of the changes, a familiar
face on the show is grabbing far more
attention.
“Much like bad gas, I’ve returned,”
Whoopi Goldberg declared at the opener of
“The View’s” 18th season. Despite uttering
that eloquent quote, it may be more fitting
for another one of the women on the panel
— Rosie O’Donnell.
The lightning-rod comedian had an
electrifying return to the popular show
on Sept.15. She gave her signature strong
opinions on a range of topics, including
the Ray Rice scandal and Robin Williams’
suicide. Ironically, O’Donnell rejoining
“The View” helped the aging show surge to
its best ratings in eight years, since the first
time that she held a seat on the panel.
In 2006, O’Donnell joined the show as
its new moderator. She caused quite a stir
and got in heated exchanges with various
people associated with the show, including
show creator and news legend Barbara
Walters, executive producer Bill Geddie
and, most memorably, with conservative
co-host Elisabeth Hasselbeck over the Iraq
War in one of daytime television’s biggest
on-air brawls.
After that infamous war of words,
O’Donnell, who left the show after only
one season, stormed out on her contract
immediately after the last show aired. She
returned on Valentine’s Day of this year
for a segment to raise awareness for heart
disease, which she herself suffered from,
but ended up staying for that episode’s Hot
Topics.
Various sources say that ABC executives
knew they wanted O’Donnell back after
her appearance on that episode. O’Donnell
was also seen on Barbara Walters’ farewell
show, where all the previous co-hosts
reunited, and where O’Donnell allegedly
told Hasselbeck that she produced the
original creator’s swan song.
“I think this has been in the works for
a long time,” Hasselbeck said in a callin to her new show, “Fox & Friends” on
FOX News. “[For O’Donnell] to have such
ease the day of Barbara’s goodbye show
was shocking to me. Would you think that
the woman who left the way that she did
would be producing [Walters’] goodbye
show? Here’s the shocker: It was actually
[O’Donnell’s] hello show.”
O’Donnell certainly made her return
known on season premiere day. She sat
cross-legged and barefoot in her chair,
displaying her recently pedicured nails
to the viewers. She seemed completely at
ease through the whole show, like she was
sitting at home giving her opinion to an
intimate group of friends. Her statement,
“I think we need to destigimatize mental
illness in this country and we need to talk a
little bit about suicide,” was easily the most
memorable comment of the day.
While O’Donnell did command attention
on Monday, that could work against her.
The two new co-hosts, actress/activist
Rosie Perez and former president George
W. Bush’s chief-of-staff Nicolle Wallace,
weren’t able to make a large impression
initially. While both were likeable and had
intelligent comments, they were easily
overlooked, especially since they were
physically seated between self-proclaimed
fart and opinionated firecrackers Goldberg
and O’Donnell. The two newbies certainly
could have gotten in the fray a little more,
but with Goldberg and O’Donnell, there
was not ample opportunity to do so.
O’Donnell’s return gave “The View”
exactly what producers were hoping for: a
buzz that they had long lost and a ratings
climb that few expected was possible. She
may be loud and monopolize attention, but
O’Donnell’s journey back to “The View” is
just one more interesting chapter in this
larger-than-life lady’s story.
Mike Dolzer is a freshman writing,
rhetoric and technical communication
major. Contact Mike at dolzermj@dukes.
jmu.edu.
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PUMPKIN | ‘Last year we threw a pumpkin 2,048.52 feet’
from front

a hamster,” Wyant said.
The chunker was originally cranked
by Kite’s son, Chad, for the first two
competitions. Kite’s friend and fellow Elkton resident Tony Morgan ran
the chunker at the 2013 competition,
and broke the punkin chunkin world
record.
“Last year we threw a pumpkin
2,048.52 feet,” Kite said. “This year we
want to throw one a half mile.”
This year the competition will be
held at the Dover Speedway track in
Dover, Delaware. The Shooda Noed
Beter’s newest teammate, Elkton
resident Josh Dean, will be cranking
the chunker. Dean met Kite through
church and has been training to run
on the chunker.
“It’s a great workout,” Dean said “I
do sprints uphill in town to train, but
this is a lot harder than any exercise
I’ve ever done.”
Kite and his teammates have
studied the chunking process and

adjusted their machine to maximize
its throwing potential. To prepare
for the competition which will take
place Oct. 24-26, the team practices
throwing during the summer on their
farmland property.
“Business is a little slower for us in
the summer, so we have more time to
make adjustments and test out our
chunker,” Kite said.
Kite and Wyant started growing
pumpkin-like winter squash on their
property to practice throwing. When
there isn’t any squash to throw, the
team practices with a bowling ball
and then drives to find where it landed so they can calculate how far it was
thrown.
The World Championship Punkin Chunkin competition brings in
more than 30,000 spectators and is
broadcast every year on the Science
Channel. The Shooda Noed Beter
team was featured in the 2013 broadcast for last year’s record-breaking
throw in the man-powered category.
“[Some of the cast] of ‘Mythbusters’

comes every year to interview the
chunkers,” Kite said. “We got to talk
with them about our machine.”
The winners of The World Championship Punkin Chunkin competition
receive a trophy, hats, medals and get
the opportunity to donate to a charity
of their choice.
“Our winnings always go to [St.
Jude Children’s Research Hospital],”
Kite said.
Though Kite is confident in his
chunker’s ability to break their past
record, he enjoys the process of
chunking more than the glory of
winning.
“We don’t buy that there’s any limit
to what we can throw,” Kite said “But
we always know there’s a chance that
someone might throw better. If they
do, I’ll just shake their hand because
they worked hard and earned it.”
To learn more about the team’s
progress, visit shoodanoedbeter.com.
CONTACT Natalie Miller at
millernk@dukes.jmu.edu.

MATT SCHMACHTENBERG / THE BREEZE

Shooda Noed Beter is powered by a team member turning the hamster-like wheel
on the left side of the machine. The team hopes to improve on their world record
shattering throw in 2013 by throwing a pumpkin half a mile in this year’s competition.

‘X’ does The rotten Apple spoils the bushel
not mark
the spot
iPhone users are less than pleased with the new iOS8 update

By LAUREN HUNT
The Breeze

Chris Brown’s new album isn’t
as good as his old work

COURTESY OF MCT CAMPUS

Chris Brown accepts a Grammy award in 2012.
By EMMY FREEDMAN
contributing writer

Since 2009, reviews about Chris Brown’s
music always go back to his assault on
ex-girlfriend Rihanna or other misdeeds.
On one hand, that’s an appropriate burden
the 25-year-old singer/dancer has to bear,
given the seriousness of his actions. But on
the other, it says something about just how
little there is to talk about with his latest
music. There isn’t much to it nor is there
much good to say about it.
In the first half of the decade, teenage
Chris Brown wrote fun, endearing songs
like “Run It” and “Kiss Kiss” with cutesy
lyrics in “Run It” such as “I got friends and
you got friends/ they hop out and you hop
in.” There were no signs in these early songs
that Chris Brown’s later music would be
defined by his life hopping in and out of the
courtroom.
The difference is
Chris Brown
that there was a lot
“X”
to talk about with
the earlier albums.

Released Sept. 16 Brown was only 16
and 18 years old when
he released what are
probably his most famous songs ever and
collaborated with some of the biggest rap
artists of the time, such as T-Pain and Juelz
Santana.
His new album, “X,” is another matter.
Released on Sept. 12, the album as a whole
has a tedious sameness to it. All of the songs
sound pretty much the same and there are
few catchy beats. Even though the album
has a decent start with “X”, a darkly hollow
song about a girl with “no heart,” by the
middle of that first song the listener knows
what the rest of the album will sound like:
21 tracks of techno-pop that Chris Brown
tries and fails to pepper with more likeable
artists, such as Akon, R. Kelly and Kendrick
Lamar. Given that array of featured artists,
the album should include multiple charttoppers, but fails in that aspect, too.
You also want to avoid looking too closely
at the lyrics. “X” features hits like “Love
More” and “Loyal,” which was released Dec.
19, 2013, and is, while catchy, completely
degrading toward women. It’s essentially
a song about unfaithful girls, but the
lyrics are too vulgar be put into print. The
most interesting aspect of his album is
the surprising number of featured female
artists. Prior to this album, Chris Brown has
rarely ever collaborated with female artists,
since doing so would be detrimental to their
careers, but “X” features quite a few women,
such as Nicki Minaj, Jhene Aiko and
samples from deceased R&B artist Aaliyah.
So, with a little hope and perhaps the
inclusion of multiple female artists, Chris
Brown will go back to a version of the sweet
original music he used to create.
Emmy Freedman is a sophomore media
arts and design major. Contact Emmy at
freedmee@dukes.jmu.edu.

Apple has been all over the news lately, and it seems like they just
can’t do anything right. The new iOS8 software update is their newest flop coming not even a week after slipping the new U2 album,
“Songs of Innocence,” into users’ iTunes accounts without their
knowledge.
On Tuesday, Apple users scrambled to delete pictures, apps and music on their iPhones in order to
clear the whopping 5 gigabytes of space
the iOS8 software update needed, compared to the 3.1 gigabytes of space need
for the iOS7 update. After experiencing problems getting the update to
download at all, users rebooted
their phones to find an update full
of bugs and problems.
Apple claims that the update is the
“biggest release since the launch of
the App Store.” The update includes
hundreds of new features, proven by
a multi-page list of them, the most
anticipated being the new features in
the messaging app and the addition
of a time-lapse feature in the camera,
but the look remains the same as iOS7,
retaining the flat icons and keyboard.
Kendele Reamey, a junior communication studies major, said the update took
her 30 minutes to download, but she had to leave
for class before the update was completely finished, leaving her
iPhone without any software all day.
“I plugged it back in at home and it fixed it within 45 minutes,”
Reamey said.
After finally getting the new software on her phone, she was able
to restore her apps and contacts, but continues to have problems
with several of the features. Her least favorite is the text predictor.
“It takes up so much space on a 4S screen and I barely know what
I’m going to say, so I don’t find it helpful,” Reamey said. “I’ve gone
in and figured out how to turn it off.”
Junior history major Hayley Moore has also been having problems

with the update.
“I had it backed up, but yet I still lost some of my stuff,” Moore said.
“I lost some of my more recent pictures and all of my text messages.
Some of the stuff did come back after a few hours, but not all of it.”
The app did have some perks for Moore, though.
“At this point, I’m looking at it as a blessing in disguise because
it cleared out a lot of memory and it needed to be done,” Moore
said. She also likes the in-app texting option. “It was always a pain
to click out of an app, especially if I was reading something or playing a game, but now I can just reply
to them immediately without having to click out
of the app.”
Derek Wilus, a junior mathematics and
statistic major, had some trouble downloading the update initially and has
noticed some bugs among the apps,
but likes all of the new features it has
to offer.
“Overall, I think it’s an update
worth having,” Wilus said. He’s optimistic that Apple will fix the problems
within the update. “I’m sure that the
bugs will decline as they keep updating.
However, not everyone can look past
the numerous bugs and problems.
“To be honest, I’m not really a fan of
it overall,” Moore said. “It really was a
nuisance to set up and it seems to be demonstrating more problems than solutions.
It’s not Apple’s best work at all.”
The only issues that Apple has addressed thus
far are the bugs associated with the new HealthKit software
that was released with iOS8.
“We discovered a bug that prevents us from making HealthKit
apps available on iOS8 today,” Apple said in a statement that was
emailed to Tim Bradshaw of Financial Times, which he tweeted.
“We’re working quickly to have the bug fixed in a software update
and have HealthKit apps available by the end of the month.”
Users will have to wait and see if these updates will fix the other
bugs that came with iOS8.
CONTACT Lauren Hunt at breezearts@gmail.com.

KITES | first
rule of kite club:
never let go
from B1

DANIEL STEIN / CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

Members of the Hang ‘Em High kite club met on Sept. 21 at Bridgewater Park to fly kites and
gathered a crowd of onlookers. Anyone is invited to join the club and spectators are welcome.

landed near a road.”
Lamas isn’t the only member to be dragged by a
kite.
“One time I was flying Ron’s 81-square-foot sled
kite and it lifted me and threw me about 10 feet from
where I started out,” Sue Hagg, another Hang ‘Em High
member, recalled. “I didn’t let go and I still have the
scars to prove it.”
This is one of the big rules of the kite club: never let
go. With such heavy elements involved, these kites pull
extremely hard. Thus, kite operators must hold on tight
to keep from losing their unique kites.
The Hang ‘Em High club is holding true to this rule
in the world outside kiting as well. In the past year,
their membership has fallen from 12 or more regular
attendees to three or four. The club used to run an ad
in the Daily News-Record every weekend, but stopped
because of lack of interest from the community. Today,
the advertisement is still running on the online events
calendar by mistake.
Miller attributes this loss to financial troubles.
Members lack the free time to come out and fly
because of work and family responsibilities. Though
recent interest among locals has been low, the remaining members are still united by their common desire
to fly kites and have a good time.
The club accepts members of all ages, and attendees need nothing more than a towel or lawn chair.
The club is happy to welcome people who just want
to watch the kites fly. As the kites are brought back
in, an inexperienced viewer may marvel at their size.
“We’ve had people show up when we were flying
and there wasn’t even a leaf wiggling,” Miller said.
“And people will say, ‘How is that kite flying?’ We had
one man standing there one day, he just blurted out
unexpectedly, ‘That’s the size of my minivan!’”
Whether their membership grows or not, it’s safe to
say that his club will be flying for a long time to come.
Local residents can continue to expect UFO reports,
kites pulling skateboards, and a plethora of good times
to come from this enthusiastic group.
Those interested in the club can contact Ron Miller
at 540-879-9552.
CONTACT Braden Bean at
beanbs@dukes.jmu.edu.
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scenes from villanova
More photos of JMU’s football game
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Football (2-2)

Holly Warfield / the breeze

Head coach Everett Withers argues with a referee after a JMU pass play in the third quarter Saturday. JMU failed to score a touchdown in the quarter and gave up 14 points to the Wildcats.

Not quite there yet

Defensive struggles continue as JMU gives up 28 unanswered points in second half, losing 49-31 at Villanova
By Wayne Epps Jr.
The Breeze

VILLANOVA, Pa. — With the chance to knock off No.
8-ranked Villanova University dangling in front of them Saturday, some of the same problems the Dukes dealt with in
the past three weeks reared their ugly heads once again.
JMU went from being up 24-14 a third of the way through
the third quarter to being down 28-24 by the start of the
fourth. The Dukes gave up a total of 28 unanswered points
during a stretch in the second half as Villanova took control and handed JMU a 49-31 loss, dropping the team to 2-2
overall and 0-1 in the Colonial Athletic Association.
The Dukes gave up 563 yards of total offense Saturday,
including 226 rushing yards. They dropped to 11th out of 12
teams in the CAA in total defense, giving up an average of
489.5 total yards per game.
Head coach Everett Withers said he’s now going to get
more involved with defensive preparations during the week
to try to try to fix the problems he’s seeing.
“I have already sat in on meetings on defense,” Withers
said. “But I’ll be in there a little bit more. I just want to hear
what’s being done, what’s being taught a little bit more. I do
know that, but I want to make sure. And again, we’ve got
some young guys. There may be some more detail for these

FIELD HOCKEY (5-1)

young guys on defense that needs to be done. And I think
I need to step in there and make sure that’s being done.”
Withers stressed inexperience and lack of depth as part of
the problem on defense. The Dukes played five true freshmen and three redshirt freshmen on defense Saturday.

“

I have already sat in on
meetings on defense. But I’ll
be in there a little bit more.
Everett Withers
Head football coach

”

Withers said some of the players JMU had to check in
on defense were really third-stringers. He’s looking for the
young players to get more experience and said JMU may
have to play even more young players in the coming weeks.
Still, Withers said he thought JMU’s defense played fairly well in the first half, and it was the plays made before
the break that helped propel the Dukes to a 21-14 halftime
lead. JMU recovered three Villanova fumbles in the first half,
scoring after the second.

But it was the plays the unit didn’t make in the second
half, particularly the third quarter, that made the difference.
Villanova’s starting quarterback John Robertson, who’s
prolific with his both his legs and arm, said that he took
a helmet to the lower ribs in the first half, and that limited
his ability to run.
Robertson was already wearing a soft cast with a glove
over it on his left hand after breaking it two weeks ago in
Villanova’s 50-6 win over Fordham University. He said that
injury didn’t affect him, but Villanova head coach Andy
Talley said the Wildcats had to nix a good portion of their
offense in the first half because of Robertson’s inability to
run.
Talley said he went to Robertson at halftime and told him
that he needed him to do what he could with his legs in the
second half because of Villanova’s quarterback-centered
offense. The Wildcats ended up not needing to rely on Robertson’s carries in the second half because of production
from their running backs.
But it was one Robertson run in particular that helped
turn the tides of the game. Facing a fourth down-and-five
from JMU’s 38-yard line, Robertson scampered for 16 yards
for the first down. Five plays later, Villanova scored the first
see Football, page B6

Putting it all together
Loes Stijntjes, JMU’s leading goal scorer, continues her journey from Belgium

By Robert Williams
contributing writer

As if adjusting to college isn’t hard enough, try being a student
athlete and settling into a place more than 4,000 miles from home
too. But junior midfielder Loes Stijntjes is ready to continue doing
what she does best: threatening the opposition.
Standing 5-feet-5-inches tall, do not let her size fool you. Stijntjes is constantly ready for battle anytime she touches the field
hockey turf. Originally from Steenokkerzeel, a municipality in
Belgium, the self-proclaimed “competitive, fun, caring, friendly
and loving” Stijntjes is no stranger to high levels of competition. She’s successfully participated in multiple field hockey clubs
throughout Europe and finally took her talents to a collegiate
level in the summer of 2012.
“There was a teammate that I used to play with at home who
came to JMU the year before I did and she played field hockey
here,” Stijntjes said. “She told me everything about it. I actually
started looking and was very interested. And, here I am.”
After getting a final feel of what JMU had to offer, the field
hockey phenom was on her way across the country to a place
that she would have to call home for the next four years: Harrisonburg, Virginia.
Granted, starting off, this process wasn’t that simple. She
wasn’t just here to play the sport that she truly loves, but also to
put dedication and vigor into her schoolwork as well as handle
the workload of a college student majoring in kinesiology.
“Of course it was very nerve-wracking, the entire process was
before everything started: the paperwork and getting everything
sorted and then eventually the big step … coming over here,”
Stijntjes said. “Preseason came and, as I said, it was very nervewracking being in a completely new environment [with] no one
that I really knew.”
Nevertheless, over time, things began to look up and the welcoming love of her teammates and associating members began
to flourish.
“We all stuck together and leaned on each other,” Stijntjes said.
“It wasn’t just us, [but] the entire support team like the staff, the
parents that took us as their children. It was a great transition and

Danielle Epifanio / THE BREEZE

Junior midfielder Loes Stijntjes has seven goals this season, leading JMU and also leading all scorers in the Colonial Athletic Association.

really easy if you think about it now.”
Stijntjes was joined by five other international players at the
time: German midfielder Saskia Chelmowski and goalkeeper
Lena Wimmert, South African midfielder Adrienne le Vatte and
forward Danni Wilson and Zimbabwean back Courtney Versfeld.
As a consistent starter, Stijntjes has accumulated multiple
awards such as former Eastern College Athletic Conference
Player of the Week and All-Colonial Athletic Association team
honors. However, she’s humble about her efforts.
“I don’t do this by myself,” Stijntjes said. “It’s a team sport, so

I can’t take all the credit for it. It’s the team that does it with me.
I don’t train by myself and everyone that plays on the field with
me has gone through the process that I’ve gone through, so it
shouldn’t be just my name, it should be the entire team.”
Just because the team has a diverse group of players doesn’t
mean they can’t gel and get the job done, and Loes in particular
has earned the respect of her teammates.
“We’ve always collaborated, fought together, and got better
see Stijntjes, page B6
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Playing with the big boys

JMU’s Francisco Narbon discusses recent call-up to the Panama National Team
By Rachel moss
contributing writer

Freshman Francisco Narbon, a defender for JMU
men’s soccer team, was called up on Sept. 10 to join
the Panama National Team in its final two matches of
the Central American Cup. Narbon, an international
business major originally from Panama City,
previously represented Panama in the U-17 World Cup
and the U-20 World Cup qualifier. He also played in
two matches over the summer with the national team.
The 2014 Central American Cup was hosted by the
United States. Panama finished third place in the
tournament, after tying Costa Rica and winning
matches against Nicaragua and El Salvador. We
caught up with Narbon to discuss his experience
playing for the Panama National Team in the Central
American Cup.
How did you feel when you learned you were being
called up for the final two matches of the Central
American Cup? They called me up because they played
a game Saturday and they called me at like two in the
morning, because they had just gotten back from the
game. I was obviously asleep, and when I woke up, I saw
all the calls and texts and was like, ‘Something has to
have happened.’ I called them back and they told me the
coaches wanted me to play. It was just an unexplainable
feeling — it’s joy, nervousness, happiness, everything
mixed together.
How did you get the opportunity to play for the
Panama National Team? I played two games with them
in the summer; I started in the second game and played
the second half of the first game. I had been playing with
the U-20s team and been practicing with them a lot.
There was a big possibility that I was going to be called
up, but the coach wanted more experience in the team,
and he wanted to give me a break, because I had played
so much over the break, so he did not call me for the
first game.
What was it like playing with other members of the
national team? There are some players that I have
played with since I was 14 or 15, so them I knew fairly
well and knew them more than the older guys, but you
have to get in the picture right away. It was super fast
compared to any other playing type I have played. It is
more physical, but the other players included you as if
you are one of the team.
Were you able to learn new things from the other
members or coaches of the national team? Every day
you learn something new with them; they just correct
your positioning and they correct all your little mistakes
to make you as perfect as they can.
What did you learn from your experience in
the Central American Cup? You have to be very
professional about it if you want to play soccer. You have
to take care of yourself, eat very well and listen to what
the coach says. The small things count a lot more than
you think.

Daniel Stein / Contributing photographer

Defender Francisco Narbon (left) battles for a ball against Robert Morris University’s Neco Brett on Friday. Narbon was recently called up
to the Panama National Team for two games as part of the Central America Cup, playing Nicaragua on Sept. 10 and El Salvador on Sept. 13.

How does playing and representing a country,
Panama, compare to playing for a university, JMU?
Because it’s your country, you are giving it your all; it
matters so much for you. Panama is a small country, it
has 3.5 million people. You have the 3.5 million people
watching you play, so there’s more pressure. From
playing with the U-17s and U-20s national teams, people
already know you, so you have to be more careful about
what you do.
Did any of your experience from the U-17 and
U-20 Panama national teams come into play when
attending the Central American Cup? Yes, they called
me up because of the U-20s. The U-20s tournament, I
had a really good tournament, but I was the only player
from the U-20s to come to these two games, so it was
kind of a shocking experience for me. It helped me,
playing with the younger groups, to go and play with the
national team.
Was there anything else that stood out to you about
the Central American Cup? Just how physical it is. I

was the youngest player in Panama, maybe out of the
whole tournament. Just seeing how physical it is, it’s a
very big difference to how play is in college.
Due to this tournament, did you get a lot of attention
from the public? When I played in the last U-20s
tournament, I had a really good tournament and people
had already saw me. There were a lot of comments
about me, and then I had the two games with the full
national team this summer, and I played well in those as
well, so people already knew me once I got to the Central
American Cup. People were talking about me. It’s really
weird seeing people talking about you. People I’ve
known since I was little were saying, ‘Oh my god, you’re
here,’ and I say I’m still the same kind of kid that I was,
but I’m just playing in the big leagues now. I have to sign
a lot of autographs and take pictures. Like if the team is
just walking down the street the day before we have a
game, we see everyone come and they take pictures and
we give autographs.
Contact Rachel Moss at mossra@dukes.jmu.edu.
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football | ‘We got to finish plays’

Stijntjes | Team player

from page B4

from page B4

seven of the 28 unanswered points.
“The defense, we all as a unit, we got to finish plays,”
JMU senior outside linebacker Sage Harold said. “He’s
a good quarterback and he made me miss and he did
what he did and it cost us.”
On offense, Withers said JMU lost its momentum
when it didn’t score a touchdown to start the third
quarter. The Dukes had the ball first after winning the
opening coin toss and deferring to the second half, but
they had to settle for a field goal to make the game 24-14
early in the half.
“That’s part of that growth process of a young football
team,” Withers said. “Learning that the first series of the
second half, you got to find a way to score a touchdown.”
The next three JMU possessions ended: punt, interception, interception as the Villanova lead ballooned
to 42-24 with 11:03 to play in the game.
Being behind, Lee was forced to keep slinging the
ball, attempting a career-high 43 passes as JMU looked
to get back in the game. Lee did finish with a school
record of 406 yards passing, topping the 388 yards
Greg Maddox had against Hofstra University on Sept.
12, 1998.
Withers said he thinks Lee is continuing to grow in
the offense and the passing game. But Saturday’s stats
alone don’t tell the full story.
“I think today was a little bit of an anomaly,” Withers
said. “I don’t think this is what we want to be, 400 yards
passing. I don’t think that’s what we want to be. But I
think we took some steps today in that passing game,
but we have a long way to go to be where we want to be.”
In the second quarter, when JMU outscored Villanova

21-7, Withers said the tempo the offense found was
something the team would like to be able to say it can
do. But he also said that sort of tempo is probably not
going to be the case all the time.
On those three second-quarter scoring drives, JMU
went five plays for 71 yards in two minutes on the first,
then four plays for 83 yards in 1:38 on the second and
finally five plays for 69 yards in 1:17 on the third.
Lee also took multiple shots from the Villanova
defense Saturday, including two sacks. He said afterward that he was a bit sore from the hits, but that he
feels it every game.
Villanova senior free safety Joe Sarnese, who picked
Lee off twice, said getting the hits on Lee was what he
and the rest of the Wildcat defense was aiming for.
“Quarterbacks can’t be taking those kind of hits and,
later in the game, he seemed to be not making any of the
decisions that he would make early in the game or in the
Saint Francis game that we saw on film,” Sarnese said.
Lee said the interceptions were due to bad ball placement and bad reads on his part.
“Anytime you throw interceptions and turn over the
ball, that always sticks with you,” Lee said.
JMU was disappointed in its inability to finish off
drives Saturday. Withers said finishing it out was the
thought in the locker room when JMU was up by seven
at the half. But it didn’t happen.
The Dukes said they’re ready to get back to practice to
work on correcting the mistakes. The University of Delaware at home is next on the docket. The Blue Hens are 2-1
after beating Colgate University on Sept. 13 — they had a
bye this week and the JMU game will be their first CAA tilt.

together — definitely a working relationship,” senior back and midfielder
Rachel Palumbo said. “Loes came in
as a strong player and she’s really coming to her own this season on and off
the field. I’ve just been there as a fellow teammate, just supporting and
[we’re] working off each other. It’s
always good, good energy.”
Palumbo has started several games
alongside Stijntjes and continues to
serve as a great teammate and motivational vessel.
Head coach Christy Morgan also
has nothing but nice things to say
about Stijntjes.
“From day one she’s been a leader on the team and she’s got a great
work ethic,” Morgan said. “The best
thing about her is she’s a team player.
She doesn’t try to do it all herself. She

picks up the level of the play and she
pushes her teammates. She’s also our
most vocal leader out there.”
So far this season in six games
played, Loes has scored seven goals
and is averaging a little over one goal,
two and a half points, and exactly four
shot attempts per game. Her seven
goals and 15 total points leads the
CAA.
As a team, Coach Morgan says that
the main goal for the JMU this year is
to not be “a bunch of individuals.”
“We want everybody to add the
value that they potentially have,” she
said. “So, we’re really all about team,
all about family. We’re all about having each other’s backs, we’re really all
about pushing each other and, when
you do that, great things happen.”
Contact Robert Williams
at willi2rj@dukes.jmu.edu.

Follow us for updates:
@TheBreezeSports.

Contact Wayne Epps Jr. at breezesports@gmail.com.

How far is

pheasant
run from ...
the Quad?
1.3 MILES
25 MIN. WALK
BIKE 8 MIN.

Memorial
Hall?

1.7 MILES
33 MIN. WALK
BIKE 12 MIN.

Downtown?
2 MILES
40 MIN. WALK
BIKE 15 MIN.

breezejmu.org
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Classifieds

Valley Nails
(540) 438 - 9557

1433 South Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(Across From Rite Aid)
Experience Valley Nails best treatment from our
quality services and products
We offer an exceptional, spa-like experience for our
customers because we believe that you & your nails
deserve to be pampered.

10% OFF
with
Student ID

Offer Effective until
October 20, 2014

L’ltalia
RESTAURANT & BAR

Open 29 years

L’ talia

1st THURSDAY OF EVERY
MONTH SPECIAL

($49 per couple includes 4 course meal
with a bottle of your choice of wine)

Across street from BB&T bank
& next to Jalisco's Mexican Restaurant

3rd Thursday Live Music

815 E. Market St.
(across from Sheetz)

540.433.0961

www.litalia-restaurant.com
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